
Heritage & Mission
NEAT (www.neat.it) is a spin-off of the Italian National 
Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN), led by Simone Cabasino 
and Mario Torelli, which, starting from ’80, under the 
coordination of Prof. Nicola Cabibbo and Prof. Giorgio 
Parisi (2021 Nobel laureate in Physics), has fully designed 
and developed a family of supercomputers able to 
perform complex algebra calculations to solve Quantum 
Chromodynamics (QCD) simulations.
Today NEAT is a company providing hardware and software 
Intellectual Properties (Products and Reference Designs, 
under licenses) with ancillary engineering services, for 
mission- and safety-critical applications for clients who play 
a major role in railway, avionics, aerospace, and industrial 
markets.
NEAT IP’s and engineering services allow clients, mainly in 
the railway and aerospace sectors, to acquire know-how 
and to save time and costs in the development of their own 
products.
NEAT has a highly-qualified technical staff composed by 84 
specialists, 69 of them possessing a master degree, a PhD 
or a fellowship in scientific disciplines (Engineering, Physics, 
Mathematics, and Information Technology). NEAT also 
includes a division focussed on enterprise software design 
and development portals, web services and application, 
mobile, IoT, big data, semantics…).
NEAT has exhibited at InnoTrans fair in Berlin since 2012 
and will be present in the upcoming 2022 edition. In 2013 
has exhibited at the Modern Railway International Fair in 
Shanghai. In 2017 has exhibited at Mass Trans Innovation 
Japan 2017 in Tokyo. 

Know How
NEAT specialists have a 30-years’ experience in HW/SW co-
design and in the development of mission & safety critical 
real-time systems. The systems delivered by NEAT execute 

functions with the highest level of safety, security and 
reliability, thus being deployed in the harshest environment 
whilst respecting the strictest environmental requirements.
NEAT exploits specific and certifiable design-flows, which 
respect the strictest criteria required by the safety 
regulations (IEC SIL - level 4 and DO178C/254 – level A) 
and the highest quality standards (ISO 9001:2015, ISO/
TS 22163:2017, ISO 9100:2018). Moreover, NEAT has 
considerable know-how both in the standard development 
and in the certification process of railway applications (EN 
50126/50128/50129/50159/50155), especially for ERTMS/
ETCS, industrial applications (IEC 61508) and Avionic (DO178 
and DO254). 
NEAT has a sound and deep expertise in the design and 
development of CPU boards, backplanes and enclosures, 
software applications, libraries and tools, requirements 
management, architectural design, system design, also 
including the preparation of the documentation package 
foreseen by the applicable regulations.
Despite being part of the company constantly focussed in 
the design and development of embedded SW for the system 
developed, an important part of the turnover comes from the 
involvement in the whole lifecycle of railway SW applications 
and tools.
For what concerns the hardware, NEAT manages internally 
the whole design lifecycle (from schematic entry up to 
production data package preparation), testing e verification 
(thanks to the facilities of the in-house laboratories) and pre-
compliance type testing (thermal, EMI/EMC, insulation), and 
uses the most advanced CPU and FPGA technologies, and the 
relative state-of-the-art and beyond development, simulation 
and testing tools.
NEAT is able to take care of the series re-production of the 
systems developed for its clients by leveraging on selected 
and qualified suppliers, applying its procurement, tracking, 
assembly, verification, system functional testing, obsolescence 
management, support and maintenance.

Your safe reliable system. Everywhere.

Product Lines

GeminiX (www.geminix.com) is specifically designed to 
aid the realization of redoundable safety critical systems 
adopting the “composite fail-safe with fail-safe comparison” 
approach.
GeminiX Platform consists of: 
• A complete Platform Documentation Package and 

Application Conditions, which describe and certify the 
compliance for applications up to SIL4 according to the 
EN50126/128/129 and IEC61508 standards.

• A HW 2oo2 diverse reference architecture, supporting x2 
for reliability

• A real-time OS-like environment, GeminiX–OS, certified 
as a SIL4 Generic Product on its own and also certified 
several times into clients’ products. It is independent 
from the specific hardware, and includes its own 
complete Documentation Package.

• A VHDL Source Code, which implements diagnostic 
routines and generic I/O, independent from the specific 
hardware, certified as a SIL4 Generic Product.

• Several Reference Designs, implemented using 
different CPUs (Intel, AMD, ARM, …) and different 
bus architectures, addressing low-end and high-end 
applications.

In the last 14 years, GeminiX has been exploited by our 
clients in several ERTMS/ETCS projects (see section 
“References” below).

GeminiX Ecosystem
The GeminiX Ecosystem includes an ever-increasing set of 
development tools, libraries and reference boards. 
Several communication libraries have been ported and used 
on GeminiX-OS:
• Standard Vital Protocol (Protocollo Vitale Standard – 

PVS, a safe and secure RFI Standard based on SS098), 
distributed by NEAT as a SIL4-certified Generic Product 
at worldwide level

• Subset 037
• Subset 058 (which includes SS056, SS057 e FDL Profibus)
• Subset 098 
• Other proprietary (compliant to EN50159) 
GeminiX Low-End (LE) Reference Design is a highly 
integrated, ruggedised, compact (standard 3U, customisable 
upon request) board adopting the System on Chip (SoC) 
technology (Node A: AMD Xilinx Zynq®-7000 (XC7Z020-
1CLG484I SoC) + 512 MB DDR3 + ECC, up to 1600MHz; 
Node B: Intel Altera Cyclone® V SE SoC (5CSEBA5U23) + 1 GB 

DDR3 + ECC, up to 1600MHz), implementing all the features 
of the GeminiX, and suitable for both on-board and track-
side application. A carrier with x86 communication processor 
(CPU-C) running Linux is also available.

GeminiX High-End (HE) Reference Board is a ruggedised, 
highly integrated board (standard 5U, customisable upon 
request), based on x86-grade CPUs (CPU-A: any type 6 
ComEx module (e.g.: AMD based COMe-CVR6 by Kontron), 
DRAM-A: typical 8 GByte DDR4 memory down, up to 
24Gbyte with SODIMM expansion, FPGA-A: AMD Xilinx 
XC7A200T-2FBG484I; CPU-B: any type 6 ComEx module 
(diverse to CPU-A, e.g.: Intel based CPU-161-18-07 by 
Eurotech); DRAM-B: typical 8 GByte DDR4 memory down, 
up to 24Gbyte with SODIMM expansion, FPGA-B: Intel 
Altera Cyclone® V GT 5CGTFD7C5F23I7N), suitable for high-
computing demanding applications (such as Interlocking 
or RBC). Board with x86 communication processor (CPU-C) 
running Linux available.

GeminiX-OS
GeminiX-OS is a generic low-level software implementing a 
real-time OS-like environment independent from the specific 
hardware, compliant to the GeminiX Virtual Platform, which 
has been certified by its own as a SIL4 Generic Product.
GeminiX-OS is composed by: 
• A library API
• A composite fail safety paradigm, coupled with:

 – GeminiX Embedded Virtual Platform HW

 – A framework for I/O devices support

 – A build configuration environment

 – A safe user’s application configuration environment 
Its Main features are:
• Multi state static scheduler
• Isochronous IRQ handler to manage high rate I/O
• Cross-check and cross-communication API
• Subset of APEX ARINC 653 API to be used by Custom 

Application SW
• Safety code calculation routines
• Safe Loader
• High coverage diagnostic routines
• Drivers for generic I/O
• Drivers and HW/SW API
• Safe Configuration Infrastructure
• MISRA-C 2012, with coding rules and diagnostic 

coverage suitable for IEC61508 and EN50128 up to SIL4
• HW segregation of tasks both in time and space



• SW Defensive Programming (e.g. assertion, data check 
before use)

• Controlled execution flow (token passing)
• 64-bit code protection of firmware on non-volatile 

memories (CBC-MAC calculated on each 1 Kbyte block)
• Complete Documentation Package following safety 

standards
• Complete Test Environment
• Stand-alone self-booting executable
• Embedded Safe Configuration infrastructure
• Extremely low latency response for hard real time 

applications
• High coverage diagnostic routine for on-line testing

GeminiX Licensing
GeminiX is provided “unbranded” and “in source”, thus 
allowing each client to manufacture and distribute 
autonomously its own products marked with its own logo.
GeminiX license policy is highly customizable: please contact 
us for any further information.

D4R (www.design4rail.com) is a collaborative HW/SW 
ecosystem, aiming at helping the Clients in designing, 
developing and building their own railway applications by 
leveraging on a variety of existing products and reference 
designs, distributed among three main domains: Horizon, 
Application and Workplace.
Each domain provides several components, which can be used 
independently or synergically depending on the customer 
requirements.

D4R::Horizon
D4R::Horizon D4R Horizon Software Suite provides a 
collection of powerful and versatile graphical tools that 
simplify and boost several processes and operations related 
to the railway signalling systems modeling. 
D4R Horizon tools can manage phases such as:
• Track-Editing and Layout Definition
• Railway Objects Designing and Management
• Trackside Data Preparation
• Simulation Environment and Control
• Testing Facilities
• Interoperability
• Run-time Operation Visualization
The D4R::Horizon Framework is designed to support 
Signalling Project Engineers (for data preparation), Railway 
Application Engineers (during V&V), and Railway Dispatchers 

and Operators (monitoring and controlling train operations 
and in handling route, transport and traffic management 
tasks)-
The main components of the D4R::Horizon domain are:
• TrackPlanner (with its companion tool LibraryManager)

• SmartViewer

D4R::Application
D4R::Application domain is focused on HW/SW Generic 
Products / Generic Applications implementation. It offers 
a collection of components that simplify and boost the 
realisation of railway system, providing SIL4 assessed 
platforms (leveraging on GeminiX ecosystem), SIL4 ERTMS 
components, SIL4 communication libraries, and KMC SW 
components.
D4R::Application’s components can be used together and 
integrated to build the final application (HW & SW).
The main components of the HW/SW D4R::Application 
Domain are:
• Generic Products

 – GeminiX RBC Generic Product
 – PVS Generic Product

• Systems Reference Designs
 – OBVC-RD - A SIL4 GeminiX based implementation of 

a On-Board Computer System
 – GMX RS - GeminiX Reference System (
 – GMX LE-RD – GeminiX Low End Reference Design 

(SoC based)
 – GMX HE-RD – GeminiX Hign End Reference Design 

(x86 based)
 – GRIO-RD - GeminiX Remote I/O Reference Design
 – GMX-CPU-C - GeminiX Communication Computer 

Reference Design
• Libraries

 – KMC-Subset137
 – RaSTA

D4R::Workplace
D4R::Workplace is an end-to-end environment for simulation, 
automated test execution, diagnostic and maintenance.
D4R::Workplace provides a powerful framework and a set of 
simulators to create or maintain complex railway scenarios 
where your devices can be developed, tested and put into 
production.
D4R Workplace provides a set of software to simulate railway 
entities; such as:
• Train simulator
• Operator Terminal
• Maintenance Terminal

With its rich set of tools, D4R::Workplace Framework makes 
possible to define and run scenarios where developers, testers 
and data analysts can cooperate to create complex railway 
HW/SW solutions.

Clients Portfolio
NEAT has an international portfolio of clients, such as:
• Alstom / Bombardier
• Thales Italia
• Selectron A.G.
• Aselsan A.Ş.
• MER MEC STE
• Hitachi Rail
• Marini Impianti Industriali
• Eredi Giuseppe Mercuri
• Tekfer
• ERTMS Solutions (client and partner)
• Northrop Grumman Italia
• Leonardo
• Eurotech
• Thales Alenia Space Italia
• Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN)

References
NEAT has supported its client, leveraging on its IPs and 
professional skills in the realisation of more than 70 mission 
& safety critical project, among which 32 in railway sector, 
18 in aerospace sector, 10 in industrial sector and 11 in ICT 
sector, developing an overall amount 1,800,000 SLOC in C/
C++ languages, 620,000 SLOC in C#/VB/Qt, 300,000 SLOC 
di VHDL, 350,000 test cases, 1,600 formal documents e 
115 different custom boards (including the correspondent 
production kits).
Among these projects, particularly relevant in the railway 
sector is the support provided to its clients in the realisation 
of their following products:
• SIL4 Railway Object Controller (HW + GeminiX-OS)
• SIL4 2oo2 Light-Railway Interlocking (HW + GeminiX-

based GP + GA + Data Preparation Tool + Test 
Environment)

• SIL4 Light-Railway Object Controller (HW + GeminiX-OS 
+ GA with HMI)

• SIL4 Level Crossing Central Control Unit (HW + GeminiX-
OS)

• SIL4 track-side Control Unit for ERTMS Level 1 + Radio 
Infill Unit (HW + GeminiX-OS + GA)

• 2oo2x2 SIL4 high-performance I/O remotisation Control 
Unit (HW + GeminiX-OS + GA + PVS library)

• SIL2/SIL3 Subway fire management system in Subways 
(with SIL2 HMI)

• SIL4 Radio Block Center GP (GeminiX-based GP)
• SIL4 On-Board Computing System GP (OBCS)
• Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) (HW + SW + 

Data Preparation Tool + Test Environment + Simulation, 
ongoing)

• ERTMS Level2 SIL4 Regional implementation (HW 
+ SW + Data Preparation Tool + Test Environment + 
Simulation)

• SIL4 PLC for Railway (HW + SW, ongoing)
• ERTMS Telegrams Configuration Tool
• Automatic test scripts generation tool for an Interlocking

Facilities
Reworking and fast prototyping laboratory (pick and place 
machine, BGA reworking station, optical BGA inspection tool, 
reflow oven, fiber optic inspection system, boundary scan, 
etc.)
Pre-compliance laboratory (serial data analyser, climatic 
chamber, insulation resistance meter, EMI/EMC test 
equipment, etc.).
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